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Quality improvement initiatives often focus on closing the gap between routine practice and the care recommended in guidelines—ensuring, for instance, that patients with chronic conditions receive prescriptions for medications demonstrated to improve health outcomes. However, this focus often ignores the even more basic problem—that many patients prescribed medicines for chronic conditions take them inconsistently or not at all. In one US study,[1] patients who had recently experienced a myocardial infarction took key medicines intended to prevent further cardiac events only 35% to 50% of the time, depending on the class of medication. Perhaps surprisingly, providing the medicines for free improved adherence by only a few percentage points. Other studies also report adherence rates of around 50% or less.[2-5]

Medication adherence thus constitutes one of the ‘big hairy problems’ or ‘big hairy audacious goals’ [6] of healthcare. As well as affecting patients’ long-term outcomes, non-adherence can increase healthcare costs through consumption of medicines below the threshold of adherence required for required for clinical benefit, as well as contributing to healthcare resource use such as hospital admissions.[7] Disposal of what can amount to significant quantities of unused medication also presents an under-recognized problem.

Evidence for how best to address non-adherence remains unclear, with relatively few well-designed studies.[2] We therefore welcomed the opportunity to publish an initial, positive report of an intervention to improve adherence in patients prescribed a new medicine for asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension, type 2 diabetes or an anticoagulant/antiplatelet agent.[8] The intervention comprised an initial interview with a pharmacist (in person or by telephone) within 7–14 days of prescription, and then a follow-up interview (by telephone) 14–21 days later. The interviews identified problems related to adherence but also any areas for which patients felt they needed further information or support. This initial study, published in 2016, presented the findings at ten-week follow-up. This revealed an absolute increase of 10% in the proportion of patients adhering to their new medicine, from 61% in the control arm to 71% in the intervention arm (p=0.04 for unadjusted analysis) with only 37 (15%) of patients having dropped out in the control arm and 16 (6%) in the intervention arm. In an adjusted analysis taking into account clustering and potential confounders, the odds ratio was 1.67 (95% confidence interval 1.06 to 2.62; p=0.027) in favour of the intervention. These results therefore suggested the intervention to have a relatively small but statistically significant benefit, with a general trend towards reduced costs for the health system [8] and 97% probability of cost-effectiveness based on more detailed economic modelling.[9] As a result, the English National Health Service commissioned this New Medicines Service for routine use.[10]
Results of a longer-term follow-up of the same patients at 26 weeks are now reported by Elliott and colleagues in this issue of *BMJ Quality & Safety*. Unfortunately, by 26 weeks, the proportion of adherent patients had dropped in both the control and intervention arms (to 57% and 66% respectively), with loss of statistical significance for this difference (p=0.113).[11] So what do these findings tell us about the effectiveness of the intervention, how adherence may change over time, and the implications for practice, policy and research?

First, in terms of the effectiveness of the intervention, the follow-up data leave us in a difficult position. By 26 weeks, 41 patients (16%) had dropped out in the control arm and 25 (10%) in the intervention arm,[11] leaving a study that was powered based on 10-week follow-up with less power to detect a difference by 26 weeks. It is therefore not possible to know whether the lack of statistical significance by 26 weeks is simply due to the smaller sample size and thus lower power due to further study drop-outs, the effect of the intervention itself being attenuated, or a combination of the two.

Second, while the follow-up study shows that adherence generally reduces over time, as might be expected, it also suggests that it is dynamic. Between ten and 26 weeks, not only did some adherent patients become non-adherent (15% of all those who were adherent at ten weeks), but non-adherent patients also became adherent (25% of those who were non-adherent at ten weeks). These changes occurred in similar proportions in the control and intervention arms. While a reduction in adherence to long term medication over time is well-documented, this more dynamic nature of adherence behaviour highlighted by Elliott and colleagues [11] suggests a far more complex picture, together with questions about what causes a non-adherent patient to become adherent as well as vice versa. The implications of this dynamic nature of adherence for research in this area are also unclear but are likely to affect the choice of adherence measure. For example some studies, including this work by Elliott and colleagues, consider a single time point such as adherence over the last seven days, whereas others ask whether patients “ever” forgot doses of their medicines.[12]

Third, we clearly need longer term studies to evaluate the impact of interventions aimed at improving medication adherence. Even a 26-week follow-up, as in the present paper,[11] seems on the short side when assessing adherence to medications that patients will take for many years. A Cochrane review suggests 26 weeks as the minimum follow-up for studies of adherence to medications used for long term conditions such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension and type 2 diabetes, for which patients are likely to need to take medications for many years and not just six months.[2] Longer studies are therefore needed, which will also require considerable effort to minimise participant attrition over these greater time frames.

While studies lasting several years present practical challenges, perhaps the bigger challenge lies with developing effective interventions. Many commonly used solutions, from
multi-compartment compliance aids with sections for each day’s medications to more sophisticated electronic containers and smartphone reminder apps, assume that that non-adherence simply reflects forgetfulness. For some patients, forgetting may indeed be a problem. But, for others, non-adherence is instead associated with beliefs about their need for medication, such as patients who believe that they only need to take medication for high blood pressure on days when they feel anxious or unwell.

Non-adherence can also be associated with ambivalence about the importance or desirability of taking long term medicines, concerns over side effects,[13] or arise due to medication-related harm, all of which require exploration and shared-decision making. Motivational interviewing, health coaching and other counselling techniques, often delivered by pharmacists, can help to address some of these more complex and often legitimate reasons patients choose not to their medicines.[14] For instance, a recent trial [15] evaluated medication management tools delivered through a commercial electronic health record (EHR) with and without an accompanying nurse-led intervention educating patients about their medications aiming to support improved adherence. The intervention arm of the study involving EHR tools improved medication reconciliation but led to worse blood pressure control compared with the control group, whereas the combination of EHR tools and nurse-led education improved control. In discussing this unexpected result, the authors speculated that patients in the group receiving EHR tools only might have seen the adverse drug effects outlined on medication information sheets and stopped or reduced the medications involved. Patients in the group receiving education and counselling from nurses would have had the opportunity to ask about the seriousness or likelihood of these adverse effects and presumably felt more comfortable adhering to the prescribed antihypertensives.

The original study [8] of the New Medicines Service was funded only for a ten-week follow-up.[11] It is thus commendable that the authors decided to also collect data at the 26-week point. While the intervention’s benefits may not have persisted over this longer follow-up period, the results highlight the importance of further attention to this problem. So much effort by those engaged in quality improvement research and practice has focused on addressing shortfalls in the provision of evidence-based care, such as prescribing proven medicines for long term conditions. These efforts will achieve limited impact if we continue to ignore the degree to which patients take these medications as intended, and if we fail to address the often legitimate reasons for their not doing so. And, just as called for in other areas of quality improvement, efforts to increase adherence will likely benefit from greater involvement by patients in developing the interventions – co-producing them with the patient groups intended to benefit.[16-18]
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